
Navigation:  User Guides > Behaviour > Behaviour Pathways > 

Setting Up Behaviour Pathways 

  

Begin by clicking the Pathways icon which can be seen in the top left-hand corner, once 

located you can click Set Date. 

  

 
  

You will then be prompted with the following window. 

  

 
  

From this window we can define the date for which any Pathways Configurations will 

become active. 

  

Note:  Changes can be made for the future only, you cannot change the details of a past 

or current date. 

  

Now that we have defined our start date, we can begin the creation of our Behaviour 

Pathways. 

  

Categories, Actions, Events and Outcomes are all created and maintained within 

the Maintenance section of the Behaviour option on the Bromcom MIS. 

  

Once the Events and Actions, have been created we can begin the process of linking 

these together using a pathway. 

  

http://brmsrv4/old_documentation/user-guides.html
http://brmsrv4/old_documentation/e-behaviour-guide.html
http://brmsrv4/old_documentation/behaviour-pathways.html


 
  

Begin By selecting the applicable category and adding the created event into 

the Events area. This is done by simply dragging the created event from the box on the 

right into the Events area. 

  

Do the same for the Action. 

  

Now that we have added the Event and the Action, we can create the link or pathway. 

  

To link the two, simply drag the EVENT onto the ACTION. This Link/Pathway is known as 

an Escalation. 

  

 
  

Once you have created the Escalation, you will find that there is now a Line connecting 

the two. 

  

 
  



This means that any time an Event occurs, the amount of Event points will accrue within 

the Action - once the accrued amount of Event Points reach the required amount 

of Action Points, the Action will take place. 

  

So if an Action requires 10 points, and the Event is worth 5, the Event will need to occur 

twice before the Action happens. 

  

Events can only be escalated to one Action. If you would like multiple Actions to apply 

to an Event, you must create a Link. We will now create a Link to a new Action. 

  

 
  

A Link is created by dragging one Action to another Action that is located BESIDE, as 

demonstrated above. A Link is represented with a red line. This red line includes an 

arrow which represents the flow of points. The flow is determined via the direction of 

dragging. 

  

 
  

Links are a way of sharing the accrued points evenly, so any Linked Action will receive 

the same amount of points as the Action to which they are Linked. 

  

You have now created a Link between two Actions. 

  

Now we will create an Action Escalation. 

  

An Action Escalation works in the same way as an Event Escalation. To create 

an Action Escalation, you must place the 'Action to which you are escalating’ Below 

the ’Action that you would like to escalate'. 

  

 



  

Once placed below, you must drag the 'Action that you would like to escalate' to the 

'Action to which you are escalating’. 

  

 
  

Escalated Actions accrue points each time the Action (the Action you will escalate) 

takes place. 

  

We have now created a simplistic Behaviour Pathways Setup. 

  

Here is a detailed visualisation of the Pathways we have created. 

  

(Note: Escalated Action colour has changed from Orange to Red) 

  

 
  

If you wish to make amendments to a Pathways Setup you must put them into place a 

day in advance. When making amendments, you must ensure that you select a day in the 

future from the Set Date area. 



  

  

  
 


